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TruFlex / TruFlex Razor

A truly precise yet gentle draper

TruFlex 30



Sensitive crops present a special challenge 
to today’s heads. Heads that cut almost at 
ground level make the difference, minimizing 
losses and ensuring consistent crop flows. 
The TruFlex (Razor) brings a new dimension 
to flotation cutting. Take your choice:

TruFlex: 30ft draper belt head with true 
flexible cutterbar, a rigid frame and rigid reel

TruFlex Razor:35ft or 40ft draper belt 
head with a true flexible cutterbar, three-
section frame and three-section reel

TruFlex Razor 35 / 40



Applications

Suitable for all types of crop



The TruFlex (Razor) draper head harvests 
all cereals, canola, soybean and special 
crops like peas, linseed, lupine and 
more, adapting perfectly to the field 
conditions of the individual crops. 



Frame and bodywork

Sturdy but lightweight 
design & depth control

�� Three-piece frame  
on the 35ft and 40ft TruFlex Razor model

�� Single-piece, rigid frame on 
the 30ft TruFlex model

�� Lightweight design

�� Depth wheels for optimum 
ground hugging



Flip-over reel

A unique reel design

�� Three-piece reel on  
the 35ft and 40ft TruFlex Razor models

�� Single-piece, rigid reel on 
the 30ft TruFlex model

�� Optimum crop flow

�� Low weight

�� The design offers unobstructed view 
of the middle of the cutterbar.

The lightweight Flip-Over reel is made from 
high-quality aluminum and designed for 
an unobstructed view of the middle of the 
head for perfect control and visibility. 



The cutting system

Leave nothing 
behind

The flexible cutterbar allows you to 
cut nearly at ground level thanks 
to a system of sensors that are 
distributed across the full width.

�� Superb driveline efficiency

�� A dual drive unit is arranged in the 
middle as standard specification

�� Short drivelines for less weight

�� Easy knife replacement as part of 
the Schumacher cutting system



�� The cutterbar can be rigid or flexible 
to meet different demands

�� Cutting at ground level

�� Flexible adaption to undulations 
and foreign objects

�� Easy cleaning and maintenance

�� Slim side panels



The crop flow and crop feed system

Belts maximize the 
productivity

�� Adjustment of belt speed 
optimizes crop flow

�� No peak loads in the crop feed system

�� Longer work hours despite 
increasing moisture levels

�� More consistent crop feed 
boosts machine utilization 

The TruFlex (Razor) uses lightweight and robust 
belts instead of heavy augers. The belts feed the 
crop in a very consistent flow into the combine 
for better machine utilization, productivity and 
efficiency of your harvest campaign. Operators 
can vary the belt speed from the in-cab 
Geringhoff terminal to optimize the crop flow.



Crop flow and crop feed

A gentle but firm grip

�� Low cradle weight 

�� Gentle treatment, less grain damage

�� For maximum throughputs

�� For reduced losses

Unlike augers, belts cannot be misadjusted, 
which eliminates the risk of crop being thrown 
forward. The intelligent system eliminates the 
gap between the cutterbar and the auger 
and hence loss in this area. Cutting becomes 
gentler, more effective and more productive.

The TruFlex (Razor) adapts easily and 
instantly to varying conditions.



Maximize your yields

IAS: Integrated 
Air System

Sensitive crops that tend to shed some of its 
mature seeds require harvesters with special 
technology to minimize such losses.
 
The new and integral IAS air flow technology 
blows the shed seeds to the belt which 
feeds them to the threshing system.

Innovation to detail

Air is blown in a consistent and controlled 
stream through slots just above the guards, 
carrying grains away and to the belt. 

The air flows from the slots in a 
controlled and consistent stream.

Guards
Air slot
Air flow



The unique Geringhoff TruFlex (Razor) Air system 
forms an integral part of the cutterbar instead 
of using exterior tubes that are routed in front of 
the reel where they would engage with the crop. 

�� Developed for particularly sensitive 
and short-stemmed crops

�� The integrated system does 
not engage with the crop



Specifications

Superior in canola

The TruFlex (Razor) draper head is perfectly 
suited for harvesting canola along with 
all cereals and soybean varieties. 

The following elements can be 
ordered for harvesting canola:

�� Auger

�� Vertical knives

Optimizes the crop flow
The auger improves the crop flow in canola, 
long-stemmed grain and special crops 
(such as vetches, lupine, peas, etc.).

Large 400 mm diameter auger and 
extra scrapers make it one of the most 
effective draper heads on the market.



Accessories & specifications

Specifications

Model Working width Transport widthon 
the trailer

Auger
∅ / width

Weight approx. 
incl. adaption kit

TruFlex 30 9.2 m 2.6 m 600 mm /  
1,800 mm 2,780 kg

TruFlex Razor 35 10.7 m 3.0 m 600 mm /  
1,800 mm 3,900 kg

TruFlex Razor 40 12.2 m 3.0 m 600 mm /  
1,800 mm 4,260 kg
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Some photos show optional specifications
Instructions and settings are down to specific harvest conditions
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